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Size by size:

ADVANCEKITES 2009

“Improving a
product every
year it’s not a
simple thing”

has been redesigned
size by size, a more
open
canopy,
more
emphasized
Lambda
and the struts’ sections
reorganized.
The frame, backings,
stitching and materials
are all unchanged as for
now it is impossible to
improve the construction
of a kite that has had
in 2008 0.2% warranty
problems - to give you
a better idea 2 kites in
1000 or 4 kites in 2000...
as far as I’m concerned
a
Guinness
record
percentage.

Kaiman 12 2009
Much softer on the
bar and quicker
turning than the
2008
increasing
further the high
end.
Kaiman 10 2009
Speed and softness
is comparable to
the 2008 Kaiman
8.5
Kaiman 8.5 2009
Speed and softness
is comparable to
the 2008 Kaiman 7
Kaiman 7 2009
Even more soft
and quick turning
speed.
Kaiman 4.8 2009
We consider this
size perfect so it
remains untouched!
New graphics and
colours in all sizes.

6
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I

mproving a product
every year its not a
simple thing and when
we have to improve one
of the best products on
the market it becomes
a
bigger
challenge
because you cannot
get
inspiration
from
anywhere else but must
rely on your knowledge
and experience - not
that this is an obstacle
at Advance-Kites but
it certainly means that
embarking upon new
challenges needs more
efforts and investments.
The
Kaiman
2009
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A

t Advance the new Kondor 3
has just been born, a dedicated
freestyle and wakestyle kite.
Following the international success of the
Kaiman in the wave style, freeride and
race, Advance wanted to concentrate
its know how on the newly redeveloped
Kondor 3 specially designed for the most
radical of the powerstylers.
The result of this work is the new Kondor
3 with its traditional “C” shape and with
a more forward profile, deeper canopy
and Skeleton frame in light Dracon for
extra strength.
New to the Kondor 3 is the pumping
system “TWP” (Two Way Pump) which
allows you to pump the kite from the
usual leading edge point and give
accurate pressure to each individual
bladder.

Available in sizes:

ADVANCEKITES 2009

ADVANCEKITES 2009

6m, 8m,10m and 12m
3 striking new colours.
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PRK 4

The development of the profile has
influenced also the structure and the
struts position.
The development followed careful
detailed parameters for every single
size.
The objective of our R & D Team was to
perpetrate the polyvalent philosophy of
the Kondor, by increasing performances
in terms of speed and conductivity,
with the objective of a having kite with
identical characteristics on all its sizes
range.
Thanks to the uninterrupted job of our
team, the Kondor 2, is confirmed as a
reference kite in the segment of “C”
and “All-Round” kites that satisfies both
wakestylers more radical riders.

ADVANCEKITES 2009

Available size
- 6m
- 8m
- 10m
- 12m

10

A

very small
kite (one
metre) ideal
for schools for
simulating and
explaining how
the kite should be
flown. Excellent for
display in shops
and shop windows.
Although it is a
scale reproduction
of the original
size this kite is
for promotional
purposes only, not
designed to be
used as normal
kite - we have tried
but performance
is really
disappointing.

m
c u -tr a c k

.c

“C” kite
with
very
low aspect
ratio and
designed to
be used with
the 5th line.
A kite that
is ideal for
young kiters
at a very
affordable
price.
The kite
will remain
unchanged
from the
previous
edition.

MIKRO

ADVANCEKITES 2009

N

o stopping on the evolution of one
of the most performing kite of the
this season, the Kondor. The first
“completely” convertible “C” kite ” from
“5 SLE” to “Evolved 5th Line”.
The Kondor broke the performance limits
of the “C” kite and “SLE” classics.
The Kondor 2 has a new profile, based
on the proved SKELETON structure.
This year, the SKELETON structure
of the Kondor 2 is built with the Light
Dacron/ripstop, (already well tested in
the Kaiman range).
With the introduction of this new material,
we decreased the weight of the kite around
30%, and by no means, compromising
any reinforcement but obtaining better
low-end performances in low wind.
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upwind capability. The pop is good,
and the landings are easy. I think that
is because of the width of the board.
Riding and landing blind feels a bit
easier on the kappa compared to the
wake. I have tried flat landings from
high jumps, and the board did not
break ;) (I didn’t expected otherwise)
and my ankles and knees are not
broken either.
So: The
board is
strong
enough
for harsh landings, but it is soft enough
to spare your legs.
My girlfriend rode the board too, she
didn’t wanted to give it back to me.
She thought it was really comfortable
to ride, and easy to do freestyle with.
She also loved the weight, it made
her own board (liquid force aura) feel
like it was made of solid concrete (in
stiffness and weight).
So overall I think the board is very
good, it behaves just like you want
a freestyle board to behave, but it
is very accessible for lower levels of
riding too!

“Report by one of our top rider Tijn”

ADVANCEKITES 2009

Details:
- Available in sizes: M (129x38), L (134x40)
- Full wood construction
- High Soft Padset
- Adjustable & Easy Mounting Straps set
- 4 G10 fins
- Nylon finsretainer and strapsplate
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W

e have studied this board for the beginner,
a product in order to make pak with the
Kondor or the Kaiman, therefore, a
product with an accessible price. The shape, the
scoop, the flex they have been well tested with the
precedence edition of this model, we have made
various prototypes in order to obtain a qualitatively
medium product in order to satisfy the requirement
of the price.
But, it was not possible, all the team has always
worked with the attempt to make the best possible,
without compromises on the quality and all the
medium ways have been rejected. At the end we
have obtained the beautiful, full wood, optimal
board for beginner and for low wind range, on which
we have decided to invest applying a low price in
order to facilitate the sale-net in the construction of
the Pak., even if at the end, grab me it is a 100%
Advance high quality board.

ADVANCEKITES 2009

T

he Kappa board looks really
nice! First things I noticed were:
smaller fins, but bigger screws!
Great improvement, maybe I don’t
lose a fin per week anymore haha :)
The pads look a bit lower, that might
be because of the colors.
I also noticed that there is
reinforcement on the pad where the
screws go.
The print
of
the
board
looks
cool, and everyone loves the
transparent topsheet so you can see
the woodcore!
I put the omega wake and kappa next
to each other, the boards have the
same length (130?) but the kappa
is slightly wider (39?). The concave
looks the same, and the scoop of the
kappa looks a bit flatter. The outline is
really square, which looks very nice
for wakestyle tricks :)
On the water the board immediately
has much more grip compared to the
omega wake.... with smaller fins! It
feels great, all of this grip and superb
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Details:
- Available in size: 140x40 cm.
- Full wood construction
- High Soft Padset
- Adjustable & Easy Mounting Straps set
- 4 Nylon fins
- Nylon finsretainer and strapsplate
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Details:
- Available in size: 130x50 cm.
- Full wood construction
- Full surfpads with kicker
- Straps insert
- 3 G10 fins
- Nylon finsretainer and strapsplate

dvance’s Race board has been
designed to allow riders to
experience the ultimate race ride
even in light winds - going upwind has
never been better and down winders at full
speed are just sensational with this board.
We have kept a more traditional board
design ditching extreme shaped boards
of dubious performance - Advance has
developed this mono directional shape
to maximise it’s performance for course
racing which allows a rider to achieve the
best without too much effort in all tacks.
The board is designed to go upwind and
every detail has been studied to achieve
this like the fins’ shape and position that
work together with the edge of the board
to minimise dragging when downwinding.
The position of the footstraps (which are
supported by symmetrical pads) plays a
good part in this - you can put the back strap
in two positions and also the front strap has
two positions for a more outboard position.
With the new Advance Race you can
enjoy cruising along the coast or racing
against other riders equipped with the
same board…it would be too easy to win
otherwise.

Details:
- Available in size: 157x41,5 cm.
- PVC CORE construction
- Symmetrical Soft Padset
- Adjustable Symmetrical Straps set
- 2 G10 fins
- Nylon finsretainer and strapsplate
- Multiple Straps Inserts
17
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ntroducing the first Advance Skim
board in full wood dedicated for the
kite surf.
It was designed with the same philosophy
as the traditional wood skim boards with
fun in mind and to be used in very light
winds.
The Advance Skim board can be easily
used in non super flat water thanks to its
flex that absorb impact and also it can be
used in small waves in stronger winds
thanks to it scoop line and outline.
Thanks to its lightness and the full board
soft decking with integrated kicker the
Advance skim board is ideal for skater’s
tricks but is also excellent for surfing knee
high waves in on shore winds and the fun
in guaranteed for the very first time.
The board is also equipped with screw
inserts for the foot straps for riders who
like the twin tip feel but able to go out
in light wind or to be more radical in the
tricks and surfing.
The full soft decking pad is designed to
provide maximum grip and to prevent
rider’s muscles tiredness.
The grip when carving and popping is
excellent thanks to the well proportioned
fins without compromising the loose
feeling of the skim board - try it without
fins in glassy waters for the most skate
soul feeling.
Advance’s Skim board is an indispensable
accessory that can increased your outings
when conditions are too light when either
your twin tip is too small or if you want to
have fun learning new tricks.
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T

O

mega wake is the newstyle dedicated omega
shape board. Developed by our radical rider during
international freestyle competitions is the Advance
weapon for wakestyle and new school freestyle addicted
riders.
Wood core construction with a new flexdistribution to have
more pop answer.
Multiple straps insert to increase possibility to change the
stance setting to have more feeling during the tricks.

ADVANCEKITES 2009

Details:
- Available in size: 130x38,5 cm.
- Full wood construction
- High Soft Padset
- Adjustable & Easy Mounting Straps set
- 4 G10 fins
- Nylon finsretainer and strapsplate
- Multiple Straps Insert

18

Details:
- Available in size:
S (128x34 cm),
M (131x37,5 cm),
L (136x38 cm.),
XL (132x40,5 cm) ,
XXL (138x42 cm.)

ADVANCEKITES 2009

he Omega board was born
following the same Advance
kites philosophy: innovative
design combined with the highest
quality materials and construction
technologies.
The Omega Board is made in Italy
with a custom construction for better
fusion between wood core and
composite materials!
The Wood Core gives unequalled
lightness and flexibility, and with its
particular shape OMEGA is an all
round board that is also suitable
for use in the hardest wake style
conditions.
Omega was born after a lot of testing
- with PKRA rider Stefano Maselli
who was landing radical kite loops
and performing hard wake style
moves and more!
Omega boards are made with a
custom wood core with controlled
flex for better pop and asymmetrical
fins for huge up-wind!

- Full wood construction
- High Soft Padset
- Adjustable & Easy Mounting Straps set
- 4 G10 fins
- Nylon finsretainer and strapsplate
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SURF BOARD:

T

he expert hands of the most
respected south African shaper
Gavin Spowart have been working
hard to create the two new wave boards
for kite surfing in sizes 5.8” and 6”.
Gavin has been working together with
one of the most stylish and creative
Italian wave riders Gianluca Marcis
creating Advance’s dedicated kitesurf
wave boards which are designed to be
comfortable and easy to use even to
a newcomer to this style and to satisfy
the most radical wave rider - they also
have been shaped to perform in all type
of waves from the on shore wind waves

where tight turns and navigational
performance are important to the big
glassy waves with side off wind where
the board’s precision qualities, grip and
control give us a wave riding potentially
without limits.
All boards have the usual Advance’s high
quality standard, strength and reliability
and come with G10 fins - available as
optional is the full deck padding as are
the foot straps.
Wave board 5.9” limited edition with
Carbon Kevlar technology.

- Available in sizes 5’8 and 6’0
- Epoxy Kevlar construction
- Full surfpads with kicker
- Straps insert
- 3 FCS fins
SURF BOARD LIMITED:
- Available in size 5’9
- Carbon Kevlar construction
- Full surfpads with kicker
- Straps insert
- 3 FCS fins
SUP:
- Available in size 10’6
- EPS Core - Epoxy construction
- Full surfpads
- 4 FCS fins

ADVANCEKITES 2009

ADVANCEKITES 2009
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